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1. Having surmised an upcoming German attack, the Soviets withdrew their
main forces, leaving the German army to encounter deep antitank defenses
and minefields when they finally did attack here on July 5,1943. Instead
of regaining the offensive on the Eastern front, the Germans instead lost
most of their offensive capability there. For ten pOints, name this battle
in western Russia, the largest tank battle in history.
A. Battle of _Kursk_
2. He studied composition under the French composer Darius Milhaud, and
after a stint in the U.S. Army, studied under Arnold Schoenberg, having
said of him, "We didn't get on well at all." However, he did not become
famous as a classical musician, instead finding renown as a jazz pianist
and composer. For ten points, name this musician, known for "The Duke",
"In Your Own Sweet Way" and "Blue Rondo a la Turk-.
A. Dave _Brubeck_
3. It was slightly larger than a basketball and weighed only 184 pounds,
but it caused a jolt felt all across America. It traveled some 18,000 miles
per hour and circled th~ Earth every 96 minutes until it fell back into the
atmosphere and burned up in early 1958. For ten pOints, name this satellite
launched on October 4, 1957 by the Soviet Union which inaugurated the
Space Age.
A: _Sputnik_
4. As a manager in the National League, he coached four All-Star games,
winning three and losing one. As a manager in the American League, he lost
the 1985 All-Star game, making him the only manager to lose in the All-Star
game for both leagues. For ten points, name this manager, famous for coaching
the Cincinnati Reds and the Detroit Tigers.
A: Sparky _Anderson_

5. In a speech given to Congress, he said, -I believe that it must be
the policy of the United States to support free peoples who are resisting
subjugation by armed minorities or by outside pressures. II To this effect,
Congress promptly appropriated 400 million dollars to aid both Greece and
Turkey to prevent them from falling under Communist rule. This pronouncement l
or more appropriately, doctrine, now bears the name of the President who
made it on March 12, 1947. For ten pOints, name him, the 33rd president of
the United States.
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6. Danny Devito has one of his earliest roles in this movie, playing the
role of Martini. However, it's not his acting that this film is remembered
for, but that of Louise Fletcher and Jack Nicholson, playing Nurse Ratched
and McMurphy respectively. For ten points, name this Milos Forman movie based
on Ken Kesey's book of the same title.

A: _One Flew over the Cuckoo's Nest_

7. He attended City College of New York from 1914 to 1916, showing some early
literary talent. After that, he did odd jobs until his brother asked
him to write lyrics, which he did under the pseudonym Arthur Francis as
not to capitalize on his brother's reputation. He still became famous anyway
for writing lyrics for songs such as "Summertime" and "It Ain't Necessarily
So"~ ~_as'frI;~WfiA1i41G'" For ten points, name this lyricist
known for collaborations with his brother George.

A: _Ira Gershwin_
8. Set in early 20th century Europe, England, France, Germany, Italy, Russia,
Austria... Hungary, and Turkey each try to take over Europe. This is done by
taking control of a majority of the 34 supply centers on the board by use of
armies and fleets. For ten points, name this game of conquest marketed by
the Avalon Hill Game Company.
A: _Diplomacy_

9. Centered at about 23 degrees south latitude but varying in its longitude,
this oval-shaped stable high-pressure center was first discovered in 1665 by
Gian Domenico Cassini. For ten points, identify this atmospheric feature
which is nearly 9000 miles across and which was investigated by the
spacecraft Voyager 1 and Voyager 2.
A: The _Great Red Spot~
10. Accorded by some to be a gifted artist. he set out the basic
principles of perspective in his 1715 work _Linear Perspective_ and in a
following work, _New Principles of Linear Perspectjve~. However, it is
not for his artistic talent that he became famous, but instead for his
introduction of the calculus of finite differences, and for his
contributions to the development of calculus. For ten points, name this
English mathematician, most well ..known today for the series which bear
his name.
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.11. This artist left a lasting mark in Impressionism, not so much by painting
as by influencing wealthy American friends and relative to buy Impressionist
paintings. However, she still earned renown as a painter through a series
of exhibitions in the 1880's. For ten points, name this Pennsylvania-born
painter of "Lady at the Teatable" and -The Bath".
A: Mary _ Cassatt_
12. Episodes from this series include _Free for AIL, _Checkmate_, _Hammer
into AnviL, _The Chimes of Big Ben-J and the final episodes _Once Upon a
Time_ and _Fall Out_. For ten pOints, name this 1960's TV series starring
Patrick McGoohan as Number Six.
A: _The Prisoner_
13. This group released its first album, _Stutter_, in 1986, followed by
_Strip Mine_ and their e.p. _Sit Down_, garnering them one of their first
hits. Later hits of theirs include _Born of Frustration_. _Sometimes_, and
_Laid_. For ten points, name this band from Manchester, England.
A: _James_
14. While a student at Lyon [Iee-ohn], he was called upon to repeat an
experiment for forming a tertiary alcohol from a certain mixture of chemicals.
In redoing the experiment, he hit upon the idea of treating methyl iodide with
magnesium. producing the first of a class of reagents which today bear his
name. For ten points. name this French chemist for whom reagents using
organomagnesium compounds are named.
A: Victor _Grignard_ [grin-yard]
15. He is normally considered an English author. even though he was
born in 1892 in Bloemfontein, South Africa, having been brought to England
at the age of four. He was educated at Oxford, becoming a professor of
Anglo-Saxon. a post he held while he was gaining fame as an author. For
ten points, name this author who translated _Sir Gawain and the Green
Knight_ and who wrote the short stories _Farmer Giles of Ham_ and _Smith
of Wooton Major_. and yes, of course, the novel_The Hobbit_"
A: _J_ohn _R_onald _R_euel _ Tolkien_
16. In the early 1970's, he was named a vice-president in the front office
of the Oakland A's. at a salary of seven dollars and fifty cents per game.
Later, he w~ able to talk former A's outfielders Mike Davis and Dwayne
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Murphy into giving him seed money to start a record label, Bustin' Records.
Not long after, he' shot to stardom with his album "Please Hammer Don't Hurt
Them". For ten points, name him.
A: Stanley _BurrelL, a.k.a. M.C. _Hammer_ (accept either)
17. Before an audience of 20,000 people, he is quoted to have said in a speech,
"Burn down your cities and leave our farms and your cities will spring up again
as if by magic; but destroy our farms and the grass will grow in the streets
of every city in the country." However, his closing remarks are far more
famous: -You shall not press down upon the brow of labor this crown of thorns,
you shall not crucify mankind on a cross of gold." For ten points, name this
Nebraska populist.
A: William Jennings _Bryan_
18. Born in Glasgow and son of a police sergeant, he emigrated to the U.S. in
1842, settling in Chicago, soon afterward signing on with the Chicago police
force. In 1850, he resigned in order to organize a private detective agency
specializing in railway theft cases. For ten pOints. name this detective,
whose company was known for its harsh policy toward labor unions.
A: Allan _Pinkerton_
19. Early in his career he studied at Trinity College and London's Royal
College of Music under Sir Charles Stanford and Sir Hubert Parry. In 1904
he became editor of _The English HymnaL, for which he wrote the work
"Sine Nomine-. For ten points, name this British composer, founder of the
Nationalist movement in English music and known for _Sinfonia Antarctica_
and _London Symphony (No. 2)_.
A. (Ralph)_Vaughan~Williams_

~

20. This novelist has tended toward tragic themes in his works, from the
story of a woman fighting for her sanity before committing suicide in
_Lie Down in Darkness_ to his nonfiction account of his struggle against
depression in the 1990 book _Darkness Visible_. For ten points, name
this American author, most famous for his novels _Sophie's Choice_ and
_The Confessions of Nat Turner_.
. A: William _Styron_
21. In 1980, John Ie Carre [car-ay] published the third book in a trilogy
of novels centered on this British intelligence agent, the book b.eing partly
named afte~his character. For ten points, name this character who played
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the central role in this trilogy, which began with _Tinker, Tailer, Soldier,
Spy_ and _The Honourable Schoolboy_.
A: George _Smiley_ (accept _Smiley's People_, the title of the book.)
22. Early roles of his include that of James Morrissey in the 1977 film
_Looking for Mr. Goodbar_ and that of Jim Lloyd in the 1978 miniseries
-Centennial". He has since become well-known for the sort of character
that you love to hate - that of Professor Hathaway in _Real Genius_ and
Walter Peck in _Ghostbusters_. For ten points, name this actor who also
starred in _Die Hard_ and _Die Hard 2_ as Thornberg and in _The Pelican
Brief_ as Bob Gminski.
A: William _Atherton_
23. He was signed to a minor-league contract for Omaha in 1945 and played
there before joining the Detroit Red Wings in 1946, playing with them until
1971. As an NHL player. he set records for total career points with 1850 and
total career goals with 801, both later broken by Wayne Gretzky. For ten
points. name him.
A: Gordie _Howe_

A:
v t{ ,25. His death sparked a spectacular court battle between his daughter Kate
and the executors of his estate, who fought over hundreds of his paintings,
sketches, and drawings. For ten points, name this Russian-born Abstract
Expressionist known for his "Subway" series and -Baptismal Scene-, originally
born under the name Marcus Rothkovitch.
A: Mark _Rothko_
26. He was born in Konigsberg in 1868, where he studied mathematics,
eventually teaching at the university level. Later, he became a
professor of theoretical physics at Munich, where his studies of atomic
spectra led him to the idea that electrons in an atom move in elliptical
orbits as well as circular ones. For ten pOints, name this German
physicist k~wn for improving upon Niels Bohr's atomic theory.
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A: Arnold _Sommerfeld_
27. This story features a Martian invasion of the Earth·which is turned back
with staggering losses and Salo's nearly interminable wait for a spare part
for his spaceship, which turns out to be a child's good-luck charm. For ten
points, name this 1959 story which traces the life of Malachi Constant,
written by Kurt Vonnegut.

A: _The Sirens of Titan_
28. This author graduated from Harvard in 1954, and soon afterwards he
started to contribute editorials, prose, and poetry to the _New Yorker_
magazine. A few years later, he wrote his first novel, _The Poorhouse
Fair_, in 1958. However, he is much more famous for a sequence of four
books, all following the same character at different points in his life;
the latter two of these books both won Pulitzer Prizes. For ten points,
name the author of these books tracing the life of 'Rabbit' Angstrom.

A: John _Updike_

29. Most of the U.S. supply of this rock comes from mines in Pennsylvania and
Vermont. Uses for it include electrical panels, laboratory tabletops, roofing
and flooring material. and blackboards. For ten points, identify this metamorphic rock usually produced from mudstone or shale.

A: _Slate_
30. Irs Super Bowl VII, late in the fourth quarter. Miami has a 14-0 lead
over the Washington Redskins, and they are attempting a field goal. However,
a bad snap to this kicker leads him to try to pass the ball, and he throws
his infamous "balloon pass" which is picked off and run back for a touchdown.
For ten pOints, name this unlucky kicker.
A: Garo _ Yepremian_ [prompt for name on "balloon pass"]
BONUSES
1. The 1960 movie _Ocean's 11_ featured multiple members of the Rat Pack.
For ten points each, given the name of one of the characters in the movie,
name the Rat Pack member who played him.

a. Sam Ha~&on
TOTAL P.07
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A: _Dean Martin_
b. Josh Howard
A: _Sammy Davis, Jr._
c. Danny Ocean
A: Frank _Sinatra_

2. Given the name of a current best..selling book, identify the author for 5
points apiece, plus a 5-point bonus for naming' them all correctly.

a. _Contagion_
A: Robin _ Cook_
b. _Behind the Lines_
A: W.E.B. _Griffin_
c._The Web_
A: Jonathan _Kellerman_
d. _The Moor's Last Sigh_
A: Salman _Rushdie_
e. _Five Days in Paris_
A: Danielle _SteeL

3. 30-20-10, identify_the musical group from songs of theirs.
30: Procession, Subculture
20: Blue Monday, Shellshock
10: Regret. True Faith, Bizarre Love Triangle
A: _New Order_

4. For the stated number of pOints, identify these prominent figures from
the Watergate scandal.
a. For five pOints. he was the U.S. District Court judge who presided over
the hearings.
A: John J. _Sirica_
b. For ten points, this North Carolina senator was the chairman of the
Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities.
A: Sam J. _Ervin_, Jr.
c. For fifteen points, this staff aide disclosed on July 16, 1973 that
conversations in the president's offices had been secretly recorded on tape.
A: Alexander _Butterfield_

5. Baseball seems to pick up more than its share of unusual personalities
known for off-the-wall quotes. For ten points each, identify the speaker of
each of the quotes given.
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a. This former Yankee is well-known for quotes like "It gets late early
out there" and NBaseball is 90 percent mental. The other half is
physical. h
A: Lawrence _"Yogi" Berra_

b. This Yankee first baseman said, "I took the two most expensive aspirins in
history.N as he lost his job to Lou Gehrig because of a headache.
A: Wally _Pipp_
c. This timeless pitcher said, NAge is a case of mind over matter. If you
dontt mind, it don't matter:
A: (Leroy) Satchel_Paige_

6. Given a film for which the director won an Academy Award for best director,
identify the director for ten points each.
a. The 1967 film _The Graduate_
A: Mike _Nichols_
b. The 1976 film _Rocky_
A: John G. _Avildsen_
c. The 1977 film _Annie HaiL
A: Woody _Allen_

7. Sulfide minerals - minerals containing both sulfur and a particular metallic
element· are quite common in nature. Given the mineral, identify the metallic
element it contains for 5 points each.
a. Galena
A:_Lead_
b. Argentite
A: _Silver_
c. Sphalerite
A: _Zinc_
d. Cinnabar
A: _Mercury_
e. Stibnite
A: _Tin_
t. Pyrite
A: _Iron_
8. The musical group liThe Highwaymen" consists of four of the most famous
names in c0(9ntry music, and is responsible for three albums combining these
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four musician's efforts.
a. First, for 5 points each, name the four members of the Highwaymen.
A: Johnny _ Cash_, Kris _Kristofferson, Willie _Nelson_, and Waylon
0._Jennings_.
b. Finally, for ten points, U!Ii£; member of the Highwaymen collaborated with
which band on that band's song _The Wanderer_?
A:_U2_

9. For over half of the Super Bowl games. the game MVP has been a quarterback.
Given the Super Bowl number and the team he played for, name the quarterback
who won the award for 5 points each.
a. Super Bowls I and II, playing for the Green Bay Packers
A: Bart _Starr_
b. Super Bowl III, playing for the New York Jets
A: Joe _Namath_
c. Super Bowl VI, playing for the Dallas Cowboys
A: Roger _Staubach_
d. Super Bowls XIII and IV, playing for the Pittsburgh Steelers
J : Terry _Bradshaw_
e. Super Bowl XXII, playing for the Washington Redskins
A: Doug _Williams_
f. Super Bowl XXVI, also playing for the Washington Redskins
A: Mark _Rypien_ [rip-in]

10. Given two works in a literary trilogy, identify the third for the stated
number of pOints.
a. For 5 points: _Oedipus at Colonus_, _Antigone_
A: _Oedipus Rex_ or _Oedipus the Kin9b. For 10 points: _The Fellowship of the Ring_, _The Return of the King_
A: _The Two Towers_
c. For 15 points: _The 42nd ParalleL, _1919_
A: _The Big Money_
11. And now, for a bonus on detective stories. I'll give you the name of a
famous literary detective, and you name his or her creator for five points
each.

a. C. Auguste Dupin
A: Edgar Allan _Poe_
b. Mike Hammer
A: Mickey _Spillane_
c. Kinsey MilJhone
~
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A: Sue _Grafton_
d. Inspector Jules Maigret
A: Georges _Simenon_
e. Simon Templar
A: Leslie _Charteris_
f. V.1. Warshawski
A: Sara _Paretsky_
12. Given the title of a painting by an American artist, name him or her for
ten points each, or for five points if you need the title of another painting.
a. 10: _Miss Van Buren_
5: _The Gross Clinic_
A: Thomas _Eakins_
b. 10: _The Death of General Wolfe_
5: _Death on a Pale Horse_
A: Benjamin _ West_
c. 10: _Northeaster_
5: _The Gulf Stream_ .
A: Winslow _Homer_
13. Last year's baseball season was somJwhat u,nusual in that neither league
had a single twenty-game winner. However, several players did come close, with
5 pitchers winning at least 18 games - three from the American League and
two from the National League. For 5 points each, plus a five-point bonus for
naming all of them correctly, name them.
A: _Greg Maddux_ (19), Pete _Schourek_ (18), Mike _Mussina_ (19), David
_Cone_ (18), Randy _Johnson_ (18)

14. In 1986, a milestone in aviation technology was reached when an American
experimental aircraft was able to fly around the world without stopping or
refueling.
a. First, for ten points, name this aircraft.
A: _Voyager_
b. Second, for another ten points each. name the two pilots who flew Voyager.
A: Dick _Rutan_ and Jeana _ Yeager_
15. 30-20-10, name the scientist from the clues provided.
30: His father was a professor of sacred literature at Yale University; he
himself entered Yale in 1854.
20: His first major paper was titled "Graphical Methods in the Thermodynamics
of Fluids", ~tten in 1873.
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10: He earned the first doctoral degree in engineering to be conferred in the
United States.
A: Josiah Willard _Gibbs_, Jr.

16. Many famous literary works contain numbers in their titles. For five
points each, given the author and the number contained in the title, name the
book.
a. Charles Dickens, Two
A: _A Tale of Two Cities_
b. Luigi Pirandello, Six
A: _Six Characters in Search of an Author_
c.T.E.Lawrence,Seven
A: _Seven Pillars of Wisdom_
d. Booth Tarkington, Seventeen
A: _Seventeen_ [Mod: yes, this is correct.]
e. Thomas Pynchon, Forty-nine
A: _The Crying of Lot 49_
f. Helene Hanft, Eighty-four--- A: _84, Charing Cross Road_

17. Now, instead of an impossible bonus,-here's a bonus _about_ the impossible.
a. First, for 5 points, this German physicist is known for his Uncertainty
Principle, saying you can't know the precise location and momentum of any
particle.
A: Werner _Heisenberg_
b. Second, for 10 points, this mathematician published a paper in 1931 about
"formally undecidable propositions·, saying that in any consistent set of
axioms, there would be statements impossible to prove or disprove.
A: Kurt _ GoedeL
c. Finally. for 15 points, this American economist showed in 1951 that no
voting system involving more that\two individuals and two choices will always
work fairly, this result being known as his "impossibility theorem".
A: Kenneth _Arrow_

18. Another classical music bonus - except now, it's 20th century American
composers. For ten points each, name the following composers.
a. His piece _First Construction (In Metal)_ calls for brake drums, thunder
sheets, and ·string piano"--an ordinary piano played by plucking the
strings.
A: John _Cage_
~
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b. Works of his include the scores for film versions of _Our Town_ and _Of Mice
and Men_, and three rural-themed ballets.
A: Aaron _ Copland_
c. This Pennsylvania·born composer is known for works such as _Adagio for
Strings_, _Dover Beach_, and _Antony and Cleopatra_.
A: Samuel _Barber_

19. Here is a bonus on the science of getting information from point a to
point b - coding theory.
a. First, for five points. this is a type of code where the code words are
strings composed of the digits zero and one.
A: _Binary_code
b. Second, for ten pOints, this type of code involves adding one or more
digits to the end of a code word, which are usually sums of some or all of
the digits. These additional digits are used to catch errors. I
A: _Parity-check_ code or J)arity_ code lklso tM:c.ep+
c.t)e.c.ks~
c. Finally. for fifteen points. this type of code, designed by two MIT
scientists in 1960, is ubiquitous in its industrial applications, being used
to transmit data from Voyager 1 and 2, and also in computer hard disk drives
and CD players.
A: _Reed ...Solomon_ code
20. In solid geometry, a common topic which is encountered is that of quadric
surfaces. So, given an equation for a surface, identify it for ten points.
a. x squared minus z squared equals nine
A: _hyperbolic cylinder_
b. x squared plus y squared plus z squared equals sixteen
A: _sphere_ or _ellipsoid_
c. z equals x squared minus y squared
A: _hyperbolic paraboloid_

21. For ten points each, given characters which appear in a short story
involving Sherlock Holmes, identify the story.
a. Wilhelm von Ormstein and Irene Adler
A: _A Scandal in Bohemia_
b. Hilton Cubitt, Elsie Patrick, and Abe Slaney
A: _The Adventure of the Dancing Men_
c. Vincent Spaulding and Jabez Wilson
A; _The Red-Headed League_
22. For ten points each, given the name of a star in a constellation. name
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the constellation. If you need what the name of the constellation means,
you'll only receive 5 points.

a. 10: Rigel
5: The Hunter
A: _Orion_

b.10:Deneb
5: The Swan
A: _Cygnus_
c. 10: Altair
5: The Eagle
A: _Aquila_ .
23. 30-20-10, identify the year.
30. The Gateway Arch in St. Louis is formally dedicated.
20. The U.S.S. Pueblo is seized by North Korea.
10. George C. Wallace makes a 3rd party bid for the Presidency, gaining
45 electoral votes in the election.

A:_1968_

24. In chemistry. amino acids are often identified by 3-letter codes
corresponding to their names. Given the 3-letter code for an acid, identify
it for the stated number of points.
A. For 5 points, ala
A: _Alanine_
B. For 10 points, pro
A: _Proline_
C. For 15 points, ile
A: _Isoleucine_
25. 30-20-10, identify the dramatist.
30: This American playwright was born in 1906 in Philadelphia and died in 1963

in Hollywood, California.
20: Works of his include _Awake and 5in9_, _Golden Boy_, and _Rocket to the

Moon_

10: His most famous works are _Waiting for Lefty_ and _Paradise Lost_.
A: Clifford _Odets_
TOTAL P.08

